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Many contemporaneously aggregated variables have stochastic aggregation weights.
We compare different forecasts for such variables, including univariate forecasts of
the aggregate, a multivariate forecast of the aggregate that uses information from the
disaggregated components, a forecast which aggregates a multivariate forecast of the
disaggregate components and the aggregation weights, and a forecast which aggregates
univariate forecasts of individual disaggregate components and the aggregation weights.
In empirical illustrations based on aggregate GOP and money stock series, we find forecast
mean squared error reductions when information in the stochastic aggregation weights is
used.

1. Introduction
Many economic variables which are contemporaneous
aggregates of a number of disaggregate variables have
time-varying aggregation weights. For example, the European Union (EU) growth rate is an average of the growth
rates of the individual member states, weighted by the relative shares of overall output. The EU unemployment rate
is the weighted average of the individual member states'
unemployment rates, with the weights being the relative
shares of the respective labor forces . As another example,
consider the North American output, which is the sum of
the outputs of the northern American countries, weighted
by the exchange rates. In these examples, the aggregation
weights are actually best thought of as stochastic.
Despite the stochastic nature of the weights of many
aggregates. most previous studies on forecasting contemporaneously aggregated variables have focused on aggregation with fixed, time-invariant weights. Examples are
Ansley. Spivey, and Wrobleski (1977), Tiao and Guttman
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(1980), Wei and Abraham (1981), Kohn (1982). and Liitkepohl (1984a,b. 1986. 1987). See also the survey by Li.itkepohl (2010). These studies suggest t hat. theoretically,
taking disaggregate information into account is helpful for reducing the forecast mean squared error (MSE).
However, specification and estimation uncertainty may
reduce or even reverse the gains. particularly when higherdimensional multivariate models are fitted to disaggregate data. Therefore. some studies have also compared
aggregates of univariate forecasts of the disaggregate components and found that such forecasts may outperform
aggregated multivariate forecasts. Parameter reduction
methods such as subset vector autoregressions. as in
Hubrich (2005). or factor models, as in Hendry and Hubrich
(2011), have also been considered in this context. The results are not uniform across studies and depend to some
extent on the data generation process (DGP). Overall, there
is evidence that taking disaggregate information into account can improve the forecast efficiency for contemporaneous aggregates with fixed weights. as long as methods
are used which limit the estimation and specification
uncertainty. Empirical studies confirming this conclusion
include those by Marcellino, Stock, and Watson (2003). Espasa. Senra, and Albacete (2002) and Carson. Cenesizoglu.
and Parker (2011).
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The fact that many aggregates have time-varying
weights was recognized by Uitkepohl (2011), who developed a general framework for the comparison of predictors for such aggregates based on aggregate and disaggregate information. However, in that framework, the process
generating the time-varying, possibly stochastic weights is
not considered explicitly. Hence, any information in that
process is' ignored or only indirectly taken into account for
forecasting purposes. In practice, such an approach has its
advantages if the aggregation weights are either unavailable or unobservable. On the other hand, there are also
many cases where past aggregation weights are available.
In this study, we focus on that case and investigate whether
it is worthwhile to take the information in the weights into
account explicitly when forecasting.
There are a number of different predictors which
can be used in this situation. For instance, one may
model the disaggregate series and the aggregation weights
separately, forecast them, and then aggregate the forecasts
using the predicted weights, or one may construct a joint
model for the disaggregate series and the aggregation
weights and aggregate the forecasts from such a model.
Obviously, this forecasting strategy can rapidly lead to very
high-dimensional models, even if only a few disaggregate
components are involved, and in practice we often have to
deal with very large panels of dis aggregate components,
as the aforementioned examples suggest. Hence, one
may instead consider forecasting all components and
aggregation weights with univariate models and then
aggregating thes.e forecasts. A range of other possibilities
may be useful, and some of them will be discussed in
Section 2.
The main objective of this study is' to check whether
there is the potential for it to be beneficial for forecasting to
take the information in stochastically varying aggregation
weights into account. Therefore, we will focus on a
small number of plausible predictors and compare their
forecasting efficiencies on a limited set of example series.
We find that taking the information in the aggregation
weights into account explicitly may indeed help to
improve the forecasts in a MSE sense. It is not the purpose
of this study to suggest a universally optimal predictor,
but rather to point out a source of information which it
may be worthwhile to consider. We are fully aware that,
in practice, the most suitable predictors may be different
for each specific forecasting problem.
The structure of the study is as follows. In Section 2,
some possible predictors for contemporaneous aggregates
with stochastic weights are presented and discussed. In
Section 3, a small set of real life examples is investigated,
and it is demonstrated that taking the information in
the stochastic aggregation weights into account explicitly
helps to improve the forecast efficiency. Finally, Section 4
concludes.
The following notation is used throughout. E denotes
the expectation operator and Er denotes the corresponding
conditional operator, which conditions on information up
to and including period r. The natural logarithm is denoted
by log, and 6. is the differencing operator. We use the
following abbreviations: AR for autoregressive, VAR for
vector autoregressive, DCP for data generation process,

MSE and RMSE for mean squared error and root mean
squared error, respectively, CDP for real gross domestic
product, PPP for purchasing power parity, US for United
States of America, and NAFTA for North American Free
Trade Agreement.
2. Possible predictors

Suppose that Yt = (Ylt, ... , YKt)' is the vector of disaggregate component series and the aggregate o f interest
is at = w;Yt, where Wt = (WH, "" WKt)' is a vector of
stochastic (time-varying) weights. Furthermore, suppose
that Yt and Wt are generated by stochastic processes, or
possibly by a joint stochastic process. In the empirical section, it will be assumed that all DCPs are AR or VAR processes which can at least be approximated well by finite
order versions. However, for discussing the predictors to
be used later, such an assumption is not required . The following l1-step predictors at origin r will be considered:
Univariate forecast. Direct forecast of the univariate process
at :
ar+"lr = E(a r

+" lar , at -1, . .. ) =

Er (a r +,,).

This predictor serves as a benchmark. It does not use any
disaggregate information. If such information is useful,
then forecasts based on it should improve on this predictor.

Multivariate linear forecast. Linear forecast taking into account disaggregate information:
a~ +" l r = E(ar +hlar, ar -

1, . . .

,Yr, Yr -

J , .•. ),

that is, a multivariate model is fitted to (at , y;)' and used
for forecasting. The first component of the vector forecast is
a~ +" lt' As with Liitkepohl (2011), the forecast may be based
on selected components ofYt only, rather than the full disaggregate vector.
Aggregation of multivariate forecasts. Forecast based on
multivariate predictions of disaggregate components and
weights:

a~';:::l t = E(wt+hlwr , Wr-1,·, .)'E(Yr+"IYr, Yr - 1, . . ,).

Aggregation of univariate forecasts. Forecast based on
univariate predictions for disaggregate components and
weights:

a~~~hlr = [Et (W1 .t+h), · · · , Er(WK,r+")]

[

Er (Y1. r+h)]
:
'
Er(YK,r+h)

where Er(Wk,r+") = E(Wk.r-l-hlwk,r, Wk ,r- J" . .), etc.
The last predictor is included because it may not be
possible to construct multivariate forecasts of Yt and Wt
if there are many disaggregate components. Of course,
other predictors are conceivable. For example, one could
use a multivariate forecast of Yt 'and still predict the
components of Wt with univariate models, or vice versa .
Also, it is possible that the disaggregate components and
aggregation weights are related . In that case, it may be
plausible to model and forecast the joint process (y; , w;)',
then compute the aggregate forecast on that basis. The
obvious disadvantage here is that it quickly leads to a very
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high-d imensional prediction problem. As was mentioned
earlier, the objective of this study is not to find a universally
optimal predictor for the case of aggregates with stochastic
weights, as we believe that the most suitable predictor
will depend on the problem at hand. The small selection
of predictors described in the foregoing is enough to
enable us to make our main points. Hence, we limit
our attention to them. We will, however, consider the
possibility of structural shifts in the aggregation weights
and use robustified versions of the forecasts which account
for structural breaks. Details of this will be provided in the
next section.

3. Empirical examples
Two examples based on real economic data are
considered. In the first, forecasts of real GDP growth
in the NAFTA are studied, while the second is based
on European money stock variables. In both examples,
only three component series are aggregated. With such a
small number of disaggregate components, multivariate
methods based on VARs are still feasible, and may in fact
have an advantage over univariate methods. This is the
reason why we have chosen these examples, even though
there are many examples in practice where one has many
more components.
3.1. NAFfA real GDP growth

Quarterly real GDP data for the three NAFTA countries
US, Canada and Mexico, measured at price levels and PPPs
of 2005, are considered. Details of the data sources are
given in Appendix A.1. The aggregate NAFTA real GDP
growth rate is computed by aggregating growth rates using
real GDP shares as weights. More precisely,
(i)

NAFfA

!:llog qc

"qC - l
(i)
NAFfA !:llog qc ,
i
qC- l

= ~

(3.1)

where q~i) denotes output in country i, with i = US, Canada,
Mexico. Notice that the weights are based on the output
share in the previous period, as with Beyer, Doornik, and
Hendry (2001), so that the weights are actually known for
one-step-ahead forecasts .1 Data are available for the period
1970Q1 -201OQ4, although NAFTA only started in 1994. [n
what follows, only data from 1985Q1 are used, in order to
alleviate potential problems related to structural breaks.
The three disaggregate series and the aggregate series are
plotted in Fig. 1, and the aggregation weights are depicted
in Fig. 2. Apparently the weights vary substantially and
are quite persistent. [n fact, augmented Dickey- Fuller tests
(results not shown) suggest that the Canadian series has a
unit root. This persistence may also be due to level shifts

1 In practice, the final GOP figures are typically not available at the time
when the forecasts are performed beca use revisions continue to be made
for a number of yea rs. We ignore this problem here and use the data from
the sources given in Appe ndix A.1. Otherwise. issues of now casting would
become relevant for vari ables such as GOP. In turn. the issues of interest in
the present study may also be important for nowcasting (see, e.g .. Castle
& He ndry. 2010).

rather than unit roots, and the graphs in Fig. 2 suggest
that there may be level shifts in the weights during our
sample period. Therefore we also use forecasts which are
robustified for possible structural breaks in the weights.
Details will be given later.
We conduct a recursive pseudo out-of-sample forecasting experiment for growth rates of GDP and log- levels
based on the forecasts of the growth rates. Log- levels are
included because they may be of independent interest, and
the relative rankings of forecasts of log-levels and growth
rates more than one period ahead may differ (Clements
& Hendry, 1993). Estimation and model selection are repeated for every sample considered. We use data from
1985Q1 onwards, and the actual starts of the estimation
periods are adjusted according to the presample values
needed. We fit AR and VAR processes only, and choose the
lag order by the model selection criteria AIC and SC, with
the first one being more generous and the second one more
restrictive if they differ. The maximum lag length is four in
all cases. Potential breaks and outliers in the time series or
weights are ignored in our baseline forecast comparison.
Sensitivity checks accounting for such data features will be
reported at the end of this section. The estimation and evaluation period varies because we wanted to check the sensitivity of the results to changes in the forecast period. To
check the effect of the recent recession on the outcome, one
set of results is reported using data only until2007Q4 and
another one with data until 201OQ4. [n both cases there
are evaluation periods of different lengths, to investigate
the sensitivity of the results with respect to variations in
the forecast period. As an additional sensitivity check, we
also consider forecasts evaluated on rolling periods of five
years. The forecasting horizons are h = 1 and h = 4.
RMSEs relative to the univariate AR benchmark forecasts for different evaluation periods are presented in
Fig. 3. They are based on the models selected by the A[e.
The RMSEs for growth rates and log-levels are identical
for forecast horizon h = 1, while they can be quite different and may not even have the same relative rankings
for h > 1, as was pointed out by Clements and Hendry
(1993). The panels in the left-hand column of Fig. 3 are
based on forecast evaluation pe riods with an end point
of 2007Q4, the middle column shows the corresponding
RMSEs obtained for an evaluation period up to 201 OQ4, and
the right-hand column contains the relative RMSEs based
on 5-year rolling window evaluation periods. The horizontal axis of each panel shows the starting points of the evaluation periods, ranging from 1995Q1 to 2005Q1. For example, in the left-hand panels, where the evaluation period
ends in 2007, the RMSEs for 1995Q1 and h = 1 are based
on 49 forecasts, whereas the RMS Es for 2005Q1 are only
based on 9 forecasts. 2 Analogous comments apply to the
middle column of Fig. 3. On the other hand, the RMS Es in
the right-hand column of Fig. 3 are each based on a constant number of20 forecasts.

2 We have chosen to use the sa me numbe r of forecasts at all forecast
horizons. and thus for 11 = 1 a nd the initial split into estimation a nd
forecasting sa m ples. we use 49 forecasts for 199sQl - 2007Q1. while for
h = 4 we also use 49 fore casts for 199sQ4-2 007Q4 (see e.g. Hubrich.
2005. for a simil ar setup).
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Fig. 2. Weights for NAFrA GOP growth rates.

The results in Fig. 3 show that the predictors which
utilize disaggregate information are typically better than
the benchmark if the evaluation period ends before 2008.
In fact, in the left and right columns, the predictors which
&
t so f th e aggl.ega t'Ion welg
. I1t s, a muir
d u,,;
use lorecas
r +h1r an a r +h1r ,
are often superior to those which do not forecast the
weights. Of course, for h = 1 the weights are known
at the time of the forecast, because the lagged shares are
used (see Eq. (3.1 )). Therefore, it is important to note that
efficiency gains are also obtained for forecast horizons of
11 = 4. When only data until 2007Q4 are used (left- hand
panels of Fig. 3), that is, when the recent crisis period is
excluded, a~~hl r provides the smallest RMSEs for most of
the evaluation periods. This holds for both growth rates

and log- levels. The superior performance of the predictor
which aggregates univariate forecasts of the disaggregate
components and the weights may reflect the small sample
size used for some of the forecasts. For example, when
a long evaluation period starting in 1995Q1 is used,
the associated estimation and specification period from
1985Ql-1994Q4 is rather small and leaves only a sample
size of T = 40 when forecasts for 1995 are determined.
Fitting three-dimensiona l VARs with such a small sample
period may well lead to large estimation uncertainty and a
reduced forecast precision relative to a predictor which is
based exclusively on univariate forecasts.
It must be noted, however, that the situation is slightly
different for evaluation periods up to 201OQ4 (middle
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column of Fig. 3). In that case, the forecasts based on
disaggregate information lead to only small gains, or are
even inferior to the benchmark. For the 5-year rolling
window evaluation period (right-hand column of Fig. 3),
the situation is consistent with the previous results, in
that a~~hl r is typically optimal if the evaluation period
ends prior to 2008, but, at least for one-step forecasts,
the optimality is lost when the evaluation period extends
into the crisis years. One may conjecture that the crisis in
2008- 2010 has caused structural change which is reflected
in the change in the relative rankings of the forecasts.
Hence, one may want to account for structural breaks, and
we will consider robustified forecasts shortly.
Before that, it may be worth commenting on the results
obtained by using SC for lag order selection. They are a bit
different from those based on the AIC, but convey a similar
genera l message, and therefore are not presented here.
They also show that RMSE gains from using disaggregate
information are possible. The SC forecasts are often quite
close to the benchmark, however. In fact, they are inferior
to the benchmark for a number of evaluation periods
d uni
.
.
h b d
th e
w Ilere a inuit
r + h1r an a r + h1r ale superIor w en ase on
Ale.
Given the possible level shifts in the aggregation
weights visible in Fig. 2 and the forecasting results for the
crisis years 2008- 2010, we have investigated whether our
results are driven by structural change. More precisely, we
have robustified the forecasts of the aggregation weights
to structural change by using five different devices for the

4-step forecasts. 3 Ifthe forecasting model of the weights is
a VAR(1), the robustified forecasts are obtained as;
1. wr +4lr
2. Wr +4lr
3. Wr + 4lr
4. Wr + 4lr
5. w ;+4Ir

= w r + llr (no change forecast)

= w r +llr + ~Wr + llr (trend break correction)

+ LLoAiu r (intercept correction 1)
+ A2 ur (intercept correction 2)
wr +4lr + ur (intercept correction 3),

= Wr + 4lr
= Wr + 4lr
=

where wr + 4lr denotes the uncorrected forecast, A is the
VAR( 1) coefficient matrix and ur is the period T residual
of the weight forecasting model. The first forecast w r+4 lr
is simply a no change forecast, which has performed well
in many related contexts and can be justified as a mean
correction in the case of a level shift (Clements & Hendry,
1998, Section 8.1). The second forecast Wr +4lr can be
viewed as a trend break correction, and the last three
forecasts are different types of intercept corrections for
AR models, as proposed by Clements and Hendry (1996).
More precisely, the forecasts w r+41r, W r +4l r and w ;+4Ir are
obtained by adding ur at each step ahead, by only adjusting
the l-step-ahead forecast, and by adjusting the l1-stepahead forecast with the full amount of Ur , respectively.
Notice, however, that in the present case w r+4lr is actually
just a 3-step-ahead forecast, because lagged weights are
used in Eq. (3.1), as was mentioned earlier. Corrections
for univariate predictors of the weights are obtained in a

3 We thank a rereree ror suggesting them .
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similar way. If higher order AR or VAR models are used,
the intercept corrections can easily be obtained from the
corresponding companion forms of the models.
Fig. 4 shows the resulting relative RMSEs of the 4~
t s, a mult
d un;
~
.
th rates base d
s t ep .orecas
r +4lr an a r +4lr ' .or glOw
on the Ale. These RMSEs are based on evaluation periods
starting at the time indicated on the horizontal axis and
ending in 2007Q4. Hence, the crisis years are excluded,
in order to check the sensitivity of our previous results
to possible shifts in the aggregation weights before 2008.
We also show the corresponding RMSEs of the unadjusted
forecasts from Fig. 3 for comparison purposes in the
upper left panel of Fig. 4. Apparently the six graphs are
basically indistinguishable. The underlying RMSEs are very
close numerically. Hence, there are basically no differences
between the original and robustified forecasts. The same
result is obtained for log-levels, forecasts based on SC and
the other forecast evaluation periods used in Fig. 3, and
therefore we do not show them here. In other words,
structura l shifts in the aggregation weights may not be
a major problem for the present example. Alternatively,
our simpl e robustification methods may not capture the
shifts well. This does not necessarily imply that the choice
of forecasting method for the aggregation weights does

not matter. Obviously, whether univariate or multivariate
methods are used can make a substantial difference. It is
only the robustification to structural change in the weights
that does not make much difference.
The overall conclusion from this empirical exercise
is that using forecasts of the aggregation weights may
improve the forecasts of the aggregate, and hence, may
be worth considering. In what follows, a further empirical
example is presented to show that the result is not specific
to the data set at hand, but is more generally an issue to be
considered.
3.2. European M3 growth

The second example is based on the quarterly real
money stock M3 series from three European countries:
Germany, France and Italy. Details on the data sources
are given in Appendix A.2. The weights are computed
based on real M3 shares, and the aggregate real M3
growth rate is computed by aggregating growth rates
using these weights. Data are available for the period
1981Q2-2010Q3; that is, our sample period starts w ell
before the introduction of the euro. The series and the
weights are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. Again, the aggregation
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weights vary substantially and show a considerable degree
of persistence. In fact, in this case, unit roots are not
rejected in either of the series, and a visual inspection again
suggests possible structural shifts.
Forecasting is done as in the previous example; that
is, recursive pseudo out-of-sample forecasting for growth
rates and log-levels of real M3 is carried out. Estimation
and model selection are repeated for every sample
considered. Different initial estimation and evaluation
periods are used. We use data from 1981Q2 onward, and
again the beginning of the estimation periods depends
on the number of presample values needed. We compare
results for samples until both 2007Q4 and 2010Q3,
and rolling S-year evaluation windows. The forecasting
horizons are again h = 1 and 4. Relative RMSEs are
reported, with the univariate forecasts as the benchmark.
Initially, we fit only AR and VAR models, without
accounting for potential breaks or outliers, then discuss
the results for forecasts which have been robustified for

structural change. The model orders are chosen by the AIC
and SC using a maximum order of four..
Some relative RMSEs are plotted in Fig. 7 in a fashion
similar to that of Fig. 3. Clearly, the predictors based
on forecasts of the aggregation weights tend to have
smaller RMSEs than the other two predictors. Note that
l11l1 t
the one-step-ahead forecasts a r+1lr
/
and a"r lli+ 1lr again use
known weights, whereas the 4-step-ahead forecasts use
predicted weights. As in the previous example, a~'~" l r is
the best predictor overall. However, in contrast to the GDP
example, a~~" lr is now also superior for the final years
2008- 2010. Only during the second half of the 1990s is
there a period where it cannot beat the benchmark when
a S-year rolling eva luation window (right- hand column of
Fig. 7) is used . For this case, it is seen that even a change
in the relative rankings of the growth rate and log-levels
forecasts can occur. In fact, there is a considerable degree
of variability in the RMSEs if a S-year rolling evaluation
period is used. It may be worth noting, however, that there
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Fig. 7. RMSEs relative to univariate forecasts for European real M3; horizontal axis: start of forecast evaluation period (total sample period :
1981Q2- 2010Q3, lag order selection based on the Ale).

are never substantial losses due to using the information in
the aggregation weights.
For this example, the results obtained with SC are
similar to those for the AIC, and are not shown. Moreover,
we have checked the robustified forecasts mentioned in
the previous subsection. For the present example, the
differences to the results in Fig. 7 are very minor, and
are therefore not presented. Thus. this example again
shows that exploiting the information in the stochastically
varying aggregation weights can increase the forecast
precision, as measured by the RMSE.

4. Conclusions
In this study we have considered forecasting contemporaneous aggregates with stochastic aggregation weights.
We have pointed out that such aggregates are quite common in practice, and that taking the information in the
weights into account may lead to better forecasts in a MSE
sense. We have compared four predictors for such variables : (1) a standard direct univariate AR forecast which
is based only on the past ofthe aggregate series, (2) a multivariate linear VAR forecast of the aggregate which takes
into account information from the disaggregate components, (3) a forecast which aggregates a multivariate forecast of the disaggregate components and the aggregation
weights, and (4) a forecast which is based on aggregating univariate AR forecasts for the individual disaggregate
components and the aggregation weights. In two empirical
examples, we have shown that the last two forecasts may

lead to lower forecast MSEs than the first two forecasts. In
other words, using the information in the stochastic aggregation weights explicitly may indeed improve the forecast
efficiency in practice,
There are a number of related problems which we have
not addressed in this study but which may be of interest
for future work. First. we have investigated the potential
for forecast efficiency gains by using the information in the
aggregation weights for only a very small set of empirical
examples. A larger scale investigation may shed light
on the general potential for gains in forecast precision,
and perhaps on the aggregates for which they can be
expected. Second, we have considered a rather limited
number of possible predictors in our comparison. While
they are sufficient to demonstrate that there is scope for
improvements in efficiency by using information in -the
stochastic aggregation weights, there are a number of
other predictors that seem to be natural competitors and
may further improve the exploitation of the information
in the aggregation weights. For example, one could either
consider modelling the joint OGP of the disaggregate
components and the aggregation weights or combine
univariate forecasts of the weights with multivariate
forecasts of the disaggregate components, or vice versa.
Another related strand of research could consider the
precise stochastic structure of the aggregate for given
OGPs of the weights and disaggregate components. In
general, this is not likely to be an easy problem, because
the aggregate is a product of two multivariate processes.
A very limited set of properties under rather special
conditions for such processes are provided in Appendix Bof
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Ltitkepohl (2011). More general results may well be helpful
in assessing the potential for forecast improvements in
the aggregation weights. These issues are left for future
research.

obtained by using the GDP deflator, with base year 2005,
which is obtained by rebasing a price deflator that corresponds to the base year 2000 (Datastream Mnemonic:
ITESGDDFE).
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